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Abstract— Processing is evolving at an immense rate every day. In the lap of processing, computer present and 

doohickey learning are also growing determinate. Many real time praxis are running without earthborn interaction 

just because of Computer vision and instrumentation learning. In this present, we are using computer present and 

instrumentation learning for lip feature Issue for Gujarati language. For this role we have created dataset 

GVLetters for Gujarati paragraph. We have contracted videos of 24 speakers for 33 scripture, of Guajarati 

language. Face engram algorithm from dlib is used for enlist, ViLiDEx (Vibhavari’s algorithm for Lip qusere and 

Issue). ViLiDEx is well-becoming for 24 speakers and 5 scripture from each class (Guttural, palatine, Retroflex, 

odontic and Labial). This algorithm calculates total deal of frames for each speaker, place 20/25 texture as a dataset 

and removes accessory frames. Depending on number of texture, frame numbers divisible by First point are chosen 

for eviction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A mighty deal of research was ship out in the belt of   Speech respects system. remark recognition is the ability of a 

doohickey or a program to gloss audio signals united of images and transform them into specific accents. Apple’s Siri 

and Google’s Alexa are praxis of AI based remark recognition organization which interprets audio tips. When 

reproduce processing algorithms were evolved, Video based remark recognition praxis were designed for different 

accents. Different Face qusere and lip extraction device are used for video-based remark recognition. Remark based 

or face-structure based manner and model-based manners were used for lip qusere and extraction. After rising AI and 

doohickey learning technology, many pre-trained models are used for this role. Video based remark recognition device 

are useful to cognize different for hearing-impaired demos. This device can be used in the shrill environment where 

audio respects are difficult to instrumentation. This device can also be used in  surveillance to superscription the 

remark of a particular character. Here in this present we are using pre-trained exemplar Dlib [11] for lip qusere and 

extraction. Here we have consumed our own dataset GVLetters for Gujarati accents. GVLetters formation of 24 

soapboxer, each speaking 34 paragraph, and three shots for each paragraph. Gujarati paragraph are sorted in five             

neuter classes: guttural, palatine, retroflex, teeth and labial. We have varied face landmark divide & rule algorithm for 

lip detection and Issue. Our modified algorithm ViLiDEX account the total deal of texture for each alphabet television, 

removes the extra paneling having sequence muster match with prime numbers listed by the algorithm, delight lip area 

of remaining 20 textures and deposit them. Texture numbers divisible by cardinal numbers (2,3, 5,7,11 …) will 

be  insulate. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

A. History of lip detection and extraction:- 

 

Lip finding and Issue has a fast of seven dicker. Different motive like complexity of videos,  neuter mode of background 

like still and rotating, different face texture of speakers etc. make this office challenging. Some soapboxer has short lip 

movements as weigh to others. Soapboxer from different regions have different accents, different style and neuter 

angle of remark. Hence there is a urge to create substantial models of automated remark recognition.Lip detection and 
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Issue is mainly echeloned into three steps: Lip qusere extraction, portent extraction and classification. The since step, 

Lip qusere and Issue involves reseat and pluck area of interest from raw deed. After discover the ROI, in the variant 

step, effective features are pluck which will be given as penetration for further modification. Transformation will 

alleviate the dimensions of indications which will be used in the definitive step for definitive classification. There are 

principally two approaches for lip  qusere and extraction. In first approach, multiple image processing device are used 

for ROI Issue and feature Issue algorithm was designed based on visage processing  algorithms.[14][18] In variant 

approach, neuter pre-trained prototype are used for ROI qusere and iterative learning device aredesignedto personally 

extract the indications. Here we are using Dlib Library [11] for lip qusere and extraction.Different datasets of different 

accents are available for this role. Lot of research amorousness carried out for different accents like English, china, 

Japanese, furfur, Persian etc. we have focused on Gujarati accents which is one of the unconscionable widely 

nuncupative Indo-Aryan accents of India. Most Indian accents and hence Gujarati language is secured from  Devanagari 

sketch. 

 

B. Indian Languages and Devanagari scripts:- 

 

Most Indian accents are derived from Devanagari fonts. Languages secured from Devanagari record have some special 

indications compared to The English accents and other non-Indian accents. They have a sciential way of speaking 

wherein the scripture are separate based on how they are nuncupative. The arrangements of favor in the Gujarati accents 

are called “Mulakshar” which means basic favor. In English paragraph, the organization of letters is not justifiable. 

There is no motive why vowels are prolate around in the paragraph set or why the favor G comes before the favor H. in 

Devanagari script and hence all accents derived from it, consonants, and vowels are categorized separately. The 

document (vowels and cooking) are settle based on where and how the report of that favor is relevant inside the 

porthole. For easiness and as we are operative on it, we discuss for Gujarati accents only. 

C. Characteristics of Gujarati Language 

There are 36 equivalent and 12 vowels in the Gujarati accents. Unlike the English accents, vowels are not scattered in 

between equivalent. They are divided and settle based on where and how the detonation is produced while redialing. 

Classification of equivalent based on recital style for the Gujarati accents is shown in Figure 1. The primarily five 

cooking as shown in Figure 1 are called guttural as the sound of this equivalent comes from the scram. Similarly, 

palatal group equivalent are articulated when the tongue touches the rigorous palate. Retroflex group equivalent are 

articulated when the accents curls back a bit and communication the roof of the mash. A dental group of equivalent is 

produced when the accents touches the upper dent and labial is relevant using space. 

 

 

Figure 1. Spoken style of alphabets (1. Guttural, 2. Palatal, 3. 

Retroflex, 4. Dental, 5. Labial) 

   
 Alphabets of 

the 
class 

Spoken by 

Guttural ‘ક’, ‘ખ’, ‘ગ’, 
‘ઘ’, ‘ઙ’, ‘હ’ 

back of the tongue 
touches the velum 
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Palatal ‘ચ’, ‘છ’, ‘જ’, 
‘ઝ’, ‘ઞ’, ‘મ’, 

‘શ’ 

the tongue touches 
the hard palate 

Retroflex ‘ટ’, ‘ઠ’, ‘ડ’, 
‘ઢ’, ‘ણ’, ‘ય’, ‘ષ’ 

the tongue curls 
back a bit and 

touches the alveolar 
ridge 

Dental ‘ત’, ‘થ’, ‘દ’, 
‘ધ’, ‘ન’, ‘ર’, ‘સ’ 

the tongue touches 
the back of the teeth 

Labial ‘’, ‘પ’, ‘ફ’, 
‘બ’, ‘ભ’, ‘વ’ 

rounded lips 

 

Table 1. Classification of Devanagari Alphabets 

 

People, who have a native language as English, cannot pronounce these alphabets easily. Combinations of 

alphabets in these languages have the same spellings in English. If we want to differentiate them, we need to 

check their phonic as shown in Table 2. 

 
Gujarati 
Alphabet 

English spelling Phonics 

ટ, ત Ta ṭa, ta 

થ, ઠ Tha tha, ṭha 

ડ, દ Da ḍa , da 

ઢ, ધ Dha ḍhe, dhe 

ષ, સ Se ṣe, se 

ળ, લ La ḷe, la 

ન, ણ Na ne, ṇe 

 

        Table 2. Alphabets and their corresponding phonics 

III. DLIB TOOLKIT 

 

Dlib toolkit is a cross bandstand, an open radix library written in C++ accents, provides atmosphere for 

developing doohickey learning software. Dlib piece is based on appendage and component-based software 

engineering. It is a digest of independent software Factor, each Including by documentation and debugging 

device. This library is useful in both disquisition and real world design. Dlib library is hackneyed purpose library 

which check graphical praxis to create Bayesian club and multiple tools for handling provenance, network I/O, 

and other  role.  

 
Figure 2. Dlib-ML toolkit with dependency 
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The four Factor of Dlib toolkit (Figure 2) are fore-and-aft algebra, doohickey learning tools, Bayesian  toils and 

optimization. The fore-and-aft algebra component endue core functionality while outstanding three provides 

multiple tools. 

 

IV. PROPOSED WORK – VILIDEX ALGORITHM 

 

Here we are going to show with regard of lip detection, Issue and database creation for  

     Figure 3. Landmarks of face 

Gujarati paragraph. We have contracted videos using Nikon D 5300 camera with 1920 X 1080 full HD offering 

and 30frames/ variant. 3 shots of 24 soapboxer are taken for 33 scripture; total 2376 samples are conglomerate for 

5 classes of Gujarati paragraph. Recording is featured at one place to postpone the difference of showing, light and 

cacophony. As speakers have different rate and accent one make-up span is 1 or 2 seconds. Among 25 soapboxer, 

4 are school going olive branches. Here we have varied face landmark algorithm to discover and extract lips for 5 

scripture from each class and pluck 20 and 25 textures for each. Facial land tag using Dlib gives total of 68 land 

tag of face, among them landmarks from 49-68 which are for lip area are cut down and given as an penetration for 

next superficies (see Figure 3). 

 

 

ViLiDEX algorithm (Table 3) is contemplated to remove extra texture from an input television and extract lip area 

from the outstanding 20 textures and store. This multiple partition algorithm successfully reshuffle extra texture. If 

total texture are too large, then only this algorithm reference 20 key texture correctly (Table 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Read input video. 
2. Count Total number of Frames. 
3. Calculate Frame difference = Total Frames- 20 
4. If frame difference = 0 

Density = ‘E’ 
Divisor =1 

Else if Frame difference % 20 = 0 
Density = ‘M’ 

Divisor = int(Total Frames / 
20) Else 

Density=’S’ 
List Prime numbers from 3 to Total Frames 

Count total numbers ( 1 to Total Frames) 
divisible by 

each prime number listed above 
Search for the counts whose total is equal to 

frame difference 
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Table 3. ViLiDEX algorithm 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total 
Fram

es 

Frame 
Differen

ce 

Diviso
r 

/List 
of 

Prime
s 

Density Prime 
Nos 

Neede
d 

Count 
total 

number
s 

divisibl
e by  
each 
prime 

20 0 1 ‘E’  
for 

Equal 

- - 

40 20 40/2=2 ‘M’ for 
Multip

le of 20 

- - 

30 10 [3] ‘L’ for 
in List 
of 
Primes 

[3, 5, 
7, 

11,   
13, 
17,   
19, 

23, 29] 

[10, 6, 
4, 

2, 2, 1, 
1, 

1, 1] 

39 19 [3, 7, 
17] 

‘S’ for 
search 
in List 
of 
Primes 

[3, 5, 
7, 

11,   
13, 
17,   
19, 
23,   
29, 

31, 37] 

[13, 7, 
5, 
3, 3, 2, 
2, 
1, 1, 1, 1] 
13 + 5 + 
2 
-
1(remo
ve frame 
no 21 
commo
n for 3 
and 
7) = 19 

38 18 [3, 7, 
11] 

‘S’ for 
search 
in List 

of 
Primes 

[3, 5, 
7, 

11,   
13, 
17,   
19, 
23,   
29, 

31, 37] 

[12, 7, 
5, 

3, 3, 2, 
2, 

1, 1, 1, 1] 
12+5- 
1+3-1 

Corresponding numbers in list of primes are 
List of Divisors for Extra frames 

5. Set the path to store dataset 
6. For each frame in input 

video If Density = ‘E’ 
Crop lip area from each frame and 

store Else if Density = ‘M’ 
Crop the frames whose number divisible by Divisor and 

store 
Discard other frames 

Else 
Crop the frames whose number divisible by List of 

Divisors and store 
Discard other frames 

7. Close input video 
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Table 4. Working of ViLiDEX algorithm 

For lip Issue face landmark algorithm uses 49-68 gesture, which reference lip area purely. This algorithm is not able to 

reference the lip area when the soapboxer has an abrupt modification in face drive. For 24 speakers, exactitude of this 

algorithm is 95.83%. Figure 4 (a, b) exhibit 20 frames for paragraph ‘Ka’, where all texture are pluck correctly. In 

figure 4 (b) texture numbers 9 and 10 are not pluck correctly due to abrupt modification in face drive of speaker 

 
 

Figure 4(a). Frames correctly extracted for alphabet ‘Ka’ 

 

 
 

Figure 4(b). Frames extracted erroneously for alphabet ‘Ka’ 

 

V. FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATIONS 

 

This multiple partition algorithm removes extra texture and reference lip area from the remaining 20 textures and 

store. texture removal role is based on prime point that works well with any point of total texture. If the point of 

texture increases, it may quit key texture needed for feature Issue. This algorithm can be exalted to remove mimicry 

and repeating texture at start and end stand. In figure 5, the initial 8 texture are similar and not needed for feature 

extraction. Such texture should be   fungible with one texture only, so other key texture could be united.  

 

           
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this present, we are using computer present and instrumentation learning for lip feature Issue for Gujarati language. 

For this role we have created dataset GVLetters for Gujarati paragraph. We have contracted videos of 24 speakers for 

33 scripture, of Guajarati language. This library is useful in both disquisition and real world design. texture removal 

role is based on prime point that works well with any point of total texture. If the point of texture increases, it may quit 

key texture needed for feature Issue. This algorithm can be exalted to remove mimicry and repeating texture at start and 

end stand. 
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